
S U S T A I N A B L E  C H O I C E
CUSTOM LAB



 For the 23 Collection of Atlantis 
custom-made LAB we wanted to 
emphasize the combination of 
sustainable headwear and 
sustainable decorations, enhanced 
by an overall fashion-oriented style.  

Leading markets (i.e. North America 
and central EU)  have highly 
appreciated Atlantis unique design 
represented by the solidity of the 
shapes, the quality of the materials 
and the variety of customizations 
mixed and presented in a clean and 
minimal product, aligned with the 
current trends.



RECYCLED POLYESTER 
RIPSTOP

LIGHT WEIGHT FABRIC
The lightness of our fabrics lets you get
the most from your outdoor activities.

HOT SEALED TAPING
 Hot saled taping for a 

maximum waterproofing

INSIDE MESH LINING

METAL BUCKLE
Adjustable back closure with

a metal buckle suitable for any fit.

ECO WATER RESISTANT
WR-PFC free it’s our water-resistant treatment
that keeps our caps dry without environmentally harmful components.

MATT RECYCLED TPU

RECYCLED TPU RECYCLED SILICON PATCH

RECYCLED DRY-TECH
Elastic sweatband enhanced

by a quick dry function
and antibacterial properties.

RAINY-S
MAIN FABRIC: 100% RECYCLED POLYESTER RIPSTOP
LINING: 100% RECYCLED POLYESTER MESH

DESCRIPTION
Sporty chic, LAB261 feature a matt recycled TPU 
with visible particles from recycled plastics.



INSPIRED BY



MID VISOR
Caps with a new concept of visor, not curved..nor flat..
in perfect American Style, for an elevated look and feel.

SOFT TOUCH
A fabric which offers a pleasurable 

experience of softness when
in contact with skin.

FULL PROSTITCHING
Cap with complete pro-stitching all around the crown.

METAL BUCKLE
Adjustable back closure with

a metal buckle suitable for any fit. 

RECYCLED FLAT EMBROIDERY 

RECYCLED DEBOSSED
VELVET PATCH

RECYCLED SILICON PATCH

CREEP-S
MAIN FABRIC: 100% RECYCLED POLYESTER CORDUROY

DESCRIPTION
Visibly inspired by the NY clothing and 
skateboarding lifestyle brand, Supreme, and 
the Italian brand Replay, LAB2559 is a subtle 
yet young and innovative style creation.



INSPIRED BY



RECYCLED WOVEN LABEL

RECYCLED BUCKRAM RECYCLED SILICON PATCH

CORDY-S
MAIN FABRIC: 100% RECYCLED POLYESTER CORDUROY

HOOK&LOOP CLOSURE
Adjustable back closure with hook&look

suitable for any fit.

DESCRIPTION
LAB2573 is simple yet classy creation that 
leaves space to tons of different methods 
of customizations.

CURVED VISOR
Our visors are made with a technology
that maintains a proper curved shape at all times



RECYCLED SILICON PATCH

FULL CLOSED
ON BACK WITH STOPPER

RECYCLED NYLON FABRIC 
Adjustable back closure made of high
quality velcro strap with elastic
loop to enhance the fit.

ECO WATER RESISTANT
WR-PFC free it’s our water-resistant treatment

that keeps our caps dry without environmentally harmful components.

HALF TRANSPARENT RECYCLED TPU

RECYCLED POLAR FLEECE
A fleece lining to add superior
warmth, not weight.

TECHNO FLAP-S
MAIN FABRIC: 100% RECYCLED NYLON
LINING: 100% RECYCLED POLYESTER

DESCRIPTION
The partly transparent TPU is the Protagonist 
of LAB2558, where the recycled particles are 
visible through the light grey background.  



INSPIRED BY



RECYCLED DRY-TECH
Elastic sweatband enhanced by a quick dry function

and antibacterial properties.

MID VISOR
Caps with a new concept of visor, 
not curved..nor flat.. in perfect 
American Style, for an elevated
look and feel.

RECYCLED RUBBER 
VELCRO CLOSURE

Adjustable back closure with
velcro strap and rubber

front side, suitable for any fit.

UV PROTECTION
Fabrics that offer a 50+ protection
from the ultraviolet rays of the sun.

RECYCLED BUCKRAM

ECO WATER RESISTANT
WR-PFC free it’s our water-resistant treatment
that keeps our caps dry without environmentally harmful components.

RECYCLED SILICON PATCH

SHINY TPU

RAY-S
MAIN FABRIC: 100% RECYCLED POLYESTER TWILL

DESCRIPTION
Black and white is the evergreen combination 
of chic and contemporary brands, inspiration 
for LAB2562



CURVED VISOR
Our visors are made with a technology
that maintains a proper curved shape at all times.

SEAMLESS
Completely seamless baseball cap
with panels welded with internal
adhesive band.

RECYCLED BUCKRAM

RECYCLED SILICON PATCH

HIGH QUALITY VELCRO WITH ELASTIC LOOP
Adjustable back closure made of high quality velcro strap with elastic
loop to enhance the fit. ECO WATER RESISTANT

WR-PFC free it’s our water-resistant treatment
that keeps our caps dry without environmentally harmful components.

RECYCLED DRY-TECH
 Elastic sweatband enhanced by a 

quick dry function and antibacterial 
properties.

RECYLED MATT TPU

BOND-S
MAIN FABRIC: 97% RECYCLED POLYESTER 3% ELASTANE

DESCRIPTION
A minimal and elegant design for LAB2563 is 
to highlight the superior quality of fabric 
and the performing features. 
 



UV PROTECTION
Fabrics that offer a 50+ protection
from the ultraviolet rays of the sun.

PLANT FIBER LEATHER
PATCH

RECYCLED SILICON PATCH

 

SOFT TOUCH
A fabric which offers a pleasurable experience
of softness when in contact with skin.

FULL CLOSED ON BACK
WITH STOPPER

NOMAD-S
MAIN FABRIC: 100% RECYCLED POLYESTER

DESCRIPTION
The plant fiber patch on the front of LAB2564 and LAB2565 is made of 82% 
wood pulp and 18% natural latex. A helpful hangtag applied on the inside of 
these hats remind our clients that they are buying sustainable headwear with 
vegan alternative to leather.

HANGTAG



UV PROTECTION
Fabrics that offer a 50+ protection
from the ultraviolet rays of the sun.

PLANT FIBER LEATHER
PATCH

RECYCLED SILICON PATCH

SOFT TOUCH
A fabric which offers a pleasurable experience
of softness when in contact with skin.

FULL CLOSED ON BACK
WITH STOPPER

SCREEN PRINT

HANGTAG

KID NOMAD-S
MAIN FABRIC: 100% RECYCLED POLYESTER

DESCRIPTION
The plant fiber patch on the front of LAB2564 and LAB2565 is made of 82% 
wood pulp and 18% natural latex. A helpful hangtag applied on the inside of 
these hats remind our clients that they are buying sustainable headwear with 
vegan alternative to leather.



PLANT FIBER



FULL PROSTITCHING
Cap with complete pro-stitching 
all around the crown.

RECYCLED SPECIAL FABRIC
Fabrics as Nylon, Microfiber or Rayon, used not only
for sportwear and outdoor style, but also for fashionable events.

PIPING ON VISOR
Contrast-color piping 
add an eye-catching look.

RECYCLED BUCKRAM

 

RECYCLED SILICON PATCH

ESTORIL-S
MAIN FABRIC: 100% RECYCLED POLYESTER JACQUARD

HOOK&LOOP CLOSURE
Adjustable back closure with hook&look

suitable for any fit.

3D PU EMBROIDERY

DESCRIPTION
LAB2569 has been designed thinking about the 
most exclusive sport teams. Nevertheless, this 
style is easily interchangeable with the 
majority of our custom-made markets.



INSPIRED BY



RECYCLED PVC CLOSURE

4 ROWS ON
RECYCLED SWEATBAND

FLAT VISOR
Together with the adjustable back closure in pvc, 
the flat visor is the main feature of the typical baseball cap
created for youngsters with style.

RECYCLED BUCKRAM

RECYCLED
MICROFIBRE FABRIC
Microfibre fabrics are twice as 
fine as silk and three
times finer than cotton. 
The extreme lightness of the 
fibre makes microfibre fabrics
soft to the touch

NEOPRENE PATCH 
WITH SILICON PRINT

LASER HOLES
Holes made with a laser cutting

machine, which give breathability
to the fabric.

RECYCLED 
SILICON PATCH

BANK FIVE-S
MAIN FABRIC: 100% RECYCLED POLYESTER MICROFIBER
BILL&UNDERBILL: 100% RECYCLED POLYESTER TWILL

DESCRIPTION
Undoubtedly LAB2570 is the most urban street-wear style of 
Atlantis 23 custom-made LAB collection with its flat visor, the 
lasered microfiber fabric and, last but not least, an innovative 
neoprene patch 



INSPIRED BY



HOOK&LOOP CLOSURE
Adjustable back closure with hook&look

suitable for any fit.

CERTIFIED RECYCLED POLYESTER
Fibre made from polymers obtained 
by recycling plastic bottles..

CURVED VISOR
Our visors are made with a technology
that maintains a proper curved shape at all times

STRUCTURED FRONT PANELS 
Fabric laminated for a structured build that
maintains shape with a slightly higher crown.   

RECYCLED SILICON PATCH

SCREEN PRINT

ALL OVER PRINT

KID FIVE-S
MAIN FABRIC: 100% RECYCLED POLYESTER TWILL

DESCRIPTION
Simplicity and colorfulness are the key 
factors of LAB2568 designed for the 
youngest. 



KID WIND-S
MAIN FABRIC: 100% RECYCLED POLYESTER YARN

DESCRIPTION
LAB2567 has been styled taking inspiration from the Danish 
contemporary ready-to-wear fashion brand, GANNI: simple, clean 
lines with an strong sustainable message.

CERTIFIED RECYCLED POLYESTER
Fibre made from polymers obtained 
by recycling plastic bottles.
For the outdoor style, and fashionable 
events.

RECYCLED POLYESTER
CANVAS LABEL WITH PRINT

BEANIE WITH CUFF
 Turn up edge to protect

your head from wind and cold.

RECYCLED SILICON PATCH

COLD PROOF
Keeps you warm, dry, & light

in the most rigid cold
weather conditions.



INSPIRED BY



BRAD-S
MAIN FABRIC: 100% RECYCLED POLYESTER YARN
MELANGE COLOURS: 50% RECYCLED POLYESTER YARN 
50% ACRYLIC YARN

CERTIFIED RECYCLED POLYESTER
Fibre made from polymers obtained 
by recycling plastic bottles.
For the outdoor style, and fashionable 
events.

FOLDABLE DEBOSSED
APPLE LEATHER LABEL

RECYCLED
SILICON PATCH

COLD PROOF
Keeps you warm, dry, & light

in the most rigid cold
weather conditions.

DESCRIPTION
Inspired by our Canadian productions, LAB2557 is customized with a vegan 
alternative to leather, derived from apple cores and skins. Upper™ is a durable 
material developed in Italy. A helpful hangtag applied on the beanie tells our clients 
more about this sustainable choice.

HANGTAG



APPLE LEATHER



DESCRIPTION
Sporty chic, LAB261 feature a matt recycled TPU 
with visible particles from recycled plastics.MOOVER-S

MAIN FABRIC: 100% RECYCLED POLYESTER YARN

CERTIFIED RECYCLED POLYESTER
Fibre made from polymers obtained 
by recycling plastic bottles.
For the outdoor style, and fashionable 
events.

FOLDABLE PRINTED
CORN SKIN LEATHER LABEL

RECYCLED SILICON PATCH

COLD PROOF
Keeps you warm, dry, & light
in the most rigid cold
weather conditions.



CORN SKIN LEATHER



CUSTOM SET



WOVEN FOLDABLE LABEL

RECYCLED PVC CLOSURE
Closure in PVC, 

suitable for any fit.

SHORT VISOR
Caps with a new concept of visor,
shorter than usual size... 
in perfect American Style,
for an elevated fashonable look.

RECYCLED BUCKRAM

4 ROWS ON SWEATBAND

 
Sweatband in recycled material

FABRIC PATCH WITH 
FLAT EMBROIDERY 
AND 3D OUTLINE 
FIXED WITH STITCHING 

RECYCLED SILICON PATCH

CONTRASTING VISOR 
TO MATCH THE FRONT PATCH 

RAPPER CANVAS-S
MAIN FABRIC: 100% RECYCLED POLYESTER CANVAS
SIDE&BACK: 100% RECYCLED POLYESTER MESH

DESCRIPTION
LAB2566 together with LAB2571 is the perfect representation 
of continuity between summer and winter collection, in this 
full matching colors cap/beanie set



PURE
MAIN FABRIC: 60% Polyester - 40% acrylic

OEKO-TEX ®

An international testing and certification
system for textile products from

all stages of production (yarns, fabrics,
dyedor finished materials, accessories)

with the aims to sensitize the industry
to the responsible use of chemicals

in the long term and on a global scale.

CERTIFIED RECYCLED POLYESTER
Fibre made from polymers obtained 
by recycling plastic bottles.
For the outdoor style, and fashionable 
events.

FABRIC PATCH WITH FLAT EMBROIDERY 
AND 3D OUTLINE FIXED WITH 
STITCHING 

BEANIE WITH CUFF
 Turn up edge to protect

your head from wind and cold.

RECYCLED SILICON PATCH

POLYLANA ®

POLYLANA ® fiber is a sustainable choice,
with a wool-like hand feel and a significant
low impact in the environment.

DESCRIPTION
LAB2566 together with LAB2571 is the perfect representation 
of continuity between summer and winter collection, in this 
full matching colors cap/beanie set



CERTIFIED RECYCLED POLYESTER
Fibre made from polymers obtained 
by recycling plastic bottles.
For the outdoor style, and fashionable 
events.

RECYCLED WOVEN LABEL
BEANIE WITH CUFF

 Turn up edge to protect
your head from wind and cold.

RECYCLED SILICON PATCH

COLD PROOF
Keeps you warm, dry, & light

in the most rigid cold
weather conditions.

WIND-S
MAIN FABRIC: 100% RECYCLED POLYESTER YARN

DESCRIPTION
LAB2576 and LAB2560, in an elegant set, feature a big recycled woven patch 
applied with vertical stitches, top decoration on many winter collection of 
high-class brands , like Jacquemus



WIND SCARF-S
MAIN FABRIC: 100% RECYCLED POLYESTER YARN

DESCRIPTION
LAB2576 and LAB2560, in an elegant set, feature a big recycled 
woven patch applied with vertical stitches, top decoration on 
many winter collection of high-class brands , like Jacquemus

CERTIFIED RECYCLED POLYESTER
Fibre made from polymers obtained 
by recycling plastic bottles.
For the outdoor style, and fashionable 
events.

RECYCLED WOVEN LABEL

RECYCLED SILICON PATCH

COLD PROOF
Keeps you warm, dry, & light

in the most rigid cold
weather conditions.



INSPIRED BY



SUSTAINABLE
CUSTOMIZATIONS

RECYCLED TPU
Eco-friendly TPU obtained by using recycled crushed particles 
that create a unique and original pattern.

PLANT FIBER LEATHER
Plant fiber eco-leather patch made out of environmentally 
sustainable fabrics such as 82% wood pulp fiber and 
18% natural latex.

RECYCLED THREAD
Embroidery with recycled thread, ideal for sustainable customizations 
with a flat or a 3d design.

RECYCLED SILICON PATCH
Eco-friendly silicon patch obtained by using 20% of recycled 
crushed particles that create a unique and original pattern.

RECYCLED WOVEN LABEL
Label with soft feel made of recycled polyester threads 
that are woven together Ton a loom to design your brand logo.

RECYCLED CANVAS LABEL
Label with canvas fabric made of recycled polyester threads 
that are woven together Ton a loom to design your brand logo.



SUSTAINABLE
CUSTOMIZATIONS

APPLE LEATHER
Label made with faux leather obtained from apple peel (39%).

RECYCLED PU ECO- LEATHER
Recycled PU leather is an environmentally-friendly answer to 
traditional eco-leather patches. Made from recycled polyester, 
it has the same feel and look of real leather.

RECYCLED VELVET
The softness, shiny and elegant vintage look of the velvet 
made more sustainable thanks to the recycling process for 
a conscious choice.

RECYCLED FELT
Felt consists of textile fibers condensed and pressed together 
making it a durable material with dense consistency. 
Using recycled felt allows us to save resources during 
the production process

CORN SKIN LEATHER
Fermentation of plant sugar derived from corn, a natural renewable 
resource, is used to create a range of textile products and applications 
such as patches or labels.

CORK
Cork is an ancient and natural fiber. Processed in an innovative way, 
it generates a soft and velvet fabric perfect to give an original and 
sustainable touch to your garment.



PAPER STRING AND GOLD PIN

SUSTAINABLE
HANGTAG

Front Back

BAMBOO PAPERRECYCLED PAPER STONE PAPER PLANT SEED PAPER
 



PERFORMANCE KIT



SUBLIMATION PRINT
LASER HOLES
Holes made with a laser 
cutting machine, which give 
breathability to the fabric.

RECYCLED 
SILICON PATCH

3D HD PRINT

HIGH QUALITY VELCRO 
WITH ELASTIC LOOP
Adjustable back closure made of
high quality velcro strap with elastic loop 
to enhance the fit.

STRETCHABLE FABRIC

LIGHT WEIGHT FABRIC
The lightness of our 
fabrics lets you get
the most from your

outdoor activities.

PERFORMANCE KIT
LAB2551



SCREEN PRINT

RECYCLED 
SILICON PATCH

3D HD PRINT

HIGH QUALITY VELCRO 
WITH ELASTIC LOOP
Adjustable back closure made of
high quality velcro strap with elastic loop 
to enhance the fit.

MESH INSERT
Soft mesh insert in the front

to create a contrasting
colour effect.

PERFORMANCE KIT
LAB2550



3D HD PRINT

MESH INSERT
Soft mesh insert to create 

a contrasting colour effect.

SILICON GRIP

LIGHT WEIGHT FABRIC
The lightness of our
fabrics lets you get
the most from your
outdoor activities.

STRETCHABLE FABRIC

PERFORMANCE KIT
LAB2548



SUBLIMATED PATTERN

SPECIAL FABRIC MELANGE
A fabric made from different coloured
yarns to create a nuanced not clearly
distinguishable colour.

STRETCHABLE FABRIC
It is made by stretchable fabric, 
in which the main material is combined 
with a few percentage of elastane, 
for an absolute confortable and perfect 
fitting so it doesn't move around.

WEARING TIPS

KIT PERFORMANCE
LAB2547



LED BEANIE



STRETCHABLE FABRIC
It is a mix of fabric, in which the main 

material is combined with a few 
percentage of elastane,

for an absolute confortable 
and perfect fitting.

FLAT EMBROIDERY

LED
Removable Light insert with
3 adjustable brightness. 
One lithium battery included.

COLD PROOF
Keeps you warm, dry, & light
in the most rigid cold
weather conditions.

LED BEANIE
LAB2405



PROCEDURA E DOCUMENTAZIONE
PER ORDINE LED BEANIE:

La marcatura CE è un obbligo del produttore, se ha la sede in Europa, o dell’importatore, se il produttore ha sede fuori dell'Unione Europea. Nel nostro caso, quindi, la marcatura CE è un nostro 
obbligo, in quanto importatori. Il nome di Master Italia deve essere presente sull'etichetta e nel manuale informativo che accompagna la merce (imported by). Il nome del cliente può essere 
presente come distributore (distributed by). 

Documentazione necessaria: 

Tutti questi documenti sono già stati preparati visto che abbiamo realizzato il primo ordine, hanno validità di 2 anni, quindi dopo 2 anni saranno da rifare tutti. Sono validi solo per quella 
tipologia di led light  e deve accompagnare la merce alla dogana

Questi documenti devono essere preparati con il supporto dell'ufficio qualita'. 

L'importazione di prodotti marcati ce deve essere prontamente comunicata all'ufficio logistica, con il quale occorre condividere tutta la documentazione (i tre punti elencati sopra) che 
potrebbe essere richiesta alla dogana.

Importare accumulatori elettrici (lampadina ricaricabile usb) richiede l'iscrizione obbligatoria dell'azienda a due registri: registro aee e registro pile. 
I due registri ci impongono di comunicare annualmente la quantità e la tipologia di dispositivi messi in commercio. A questo proposito, ad ogni ordine occorre compilare il file condiviso: 
dichiarazione annuale aee e pile.Xlsx

1. FASCICOLO TECNICO: test effettuati, etichette, distinta base, disegni tecnici, analisi dei rischi, procedure varie, etc. Test di conformità del componente elettrico.
2. DICHIARAZIONE DI CONFORMITÀ: documento ufficiale emesso da master italia, richiama i test effettuati e attesta il rispetto delle normative.                                                                                                      

Documento che deve essere messo a dispozione dei rivenditori e/o del cliente diretto.
3. MANUALE INFORMATIVO E DI USO DEL PRODOTTO: qui occorre spiegare come funziona la parte elettrica, i rischi, le normative di riferimento, etc. Questo documento deve essere accompagnare il 

prodotto, quindi messo all'interno della polybag insieme alla beanie.



MANUALE
INFORMATIVO



thank you.


